Award Guidelines – Most Valuable Player
Panthers Basketball Club will present a player or players at the end of the current season as
the “Club Most Valuable Player” The Award operates across all grades and genders
competing for premiership points within the Hills Raiders Basketball Association (HRBA).
I.e. 14 and under through to Senior’s inclusive
Trophy
This player or players will be recognised by the awarding of a trophy for them to possess,
along with their name being placed on the “Club Most Valuable Player” perpetual trophy.
The Perpetual trophy will remain the property of Panthers Basketball Club. The player will
be presented with the perpetual trophy at the end of the current season and it is to be
returned by the player to the committee prior to the end of the following regular season.
Criteria
The “Club Most Valuable Player” award will be presented to the member playing for the
Panthers Basketball Club within the HRBA who receives the highest number of votes as
awarded by the HRBA umpires during the regular season (excluding finals). The votes are
tallied for a member playing in a single team. Where a member represents more than one
team, that player’s votes are to be tallied for each team individually. Votes from different
teams are not to be combined for a player.
Procedure
The votes will need to be provided by the HRBA statistician. A request by the nominated
Panthers committee member must be given to the HRBA statistician with sufficient notice
so that votes are provided in good time. (Receipt of votes will affect scheduling for
presentations at appropriate ceremonies).
The winner or winners will be determined in the following order.
1. The winner is deemed to be the player receiving the highest number of HRBA votes
throughout the current season.
2. If more than one player receives the same number of total votes then the recipient is
determined by a full count back of votes. The winner will be determined by the
largest number of primary votes received throughout the season, if more than one
player receives the same number of primary votes then the count back continues to
include the next level of votes until all levels of votes are counted back to lowest
number of awarded votes. If more than one player has the same number of votes in
all levels then joint winners will be declared.
These are guidelines for the current committee and are open to revision only by the means
of a majority vote at a general committee meeting.
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